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Abstract. Edge computing has emerged as a promising line of research
for processing large-scale data and providing low-latency services. Unfortunately, deploying deep neural networks (DNNs) on resource-limited
edge devices presents unacceptable latency, hindering artificial intelligence from empowering edge devices. Prior solutions attempted to address this issue by offloading workload to the remote cloud. However,
the cloud-assisted approach ignores that devices in the edge environment
tend to exist as clusters. In this paper, we propose EdgeSP, a scalable
multi-device parallel DNN inference framework that maximizes resource
utilization of heterogeneous edge device clusters. We design a multiple
fused-layer blocks parallelization strategy to reduce inter-device communication during parallel inference. Further, we add early exit branches
to DNNs, empowering the device to trade-off latency and accuracy for
a variety of sophisticated tasks. Experimental results show that EdgeSP
enables inference latency acceleration of 2.3×-3.7× for DNN inference
tasks of various scales and outperforms the existing naive parallel inference method. Additionally, EdgeSP can provide high accuracy inference
services under various latency requirements.
Keywords: Edge computing · Edge intelligence · Parallel inference ·
Deep neural networks · Early-exit · Internet of Things.
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Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have become indispensable for handling complex
tasks in computer vision, natural language processing, and other fields [1]. While
DNNs provide intelligent services with high accuracy, they place higher demands
on the computing resources of the devices. At the same time, the number of
Internet of Things (IoT) devices has grown exponentially in recent years, and
edge computing has emerged to cope with the resulting massive amounts of data
and tasks. Edge computing aims to provide low-latency services by performing
tasks close to the edge of the network where data is generated, such as end devices
or edge servers [2]. It is rewarding to equip DNNs on edge devices, enabling the
edge to provide a wide range of intelligent services.
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Enable resource-limited edge devices to rapidly execute large DNNs to meet
the demands of real-time tasks has attracted extensive research. A common
approach is for edge devices to perform DNNs inference tasks collaboratively
with the edge server or cloud [3, 4]. In addition, neural networks with early exit
branches are receiving more and more attention because of their effectiveness
and flexibility [5]. This kind of neural network reduces redundant calculations
by allowing simple samples to exit from the shallow layer of the network, thereby
significantly reducing inference latency. A triple-partition network with multiple exit branches is proposed [6] based on the early exit mechanism, as shown
in Fig. 1. However, this server-assisted approach is critically hampered by the
quality of the device’s network connection to the remote servers. When the network connection degenerates, the DNN inference time also increases sharply. In
addition, transferring local data to edge servers or cloud servers may result in
privacy disclosure.
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Fig. 1. A sketch of the triple-partition network architecture: simple input samples can
be inferred at the DNN branch at the end device, while complex samples require further
computation at the edge server and cloud.

Another prospective way to accelerate DNN inference is to perform tasks in
parallel by multiple devices, as edge devices typically appear in the form of clusters [7–10]. Some previous work explored the parallel execution of DNN inference
on multiple devices [11–13]. However, it is non-trivial to distribute the inference
of DNNs on multiple devices. Parallel inference presents data dependency problems since DNNs are inherently tightly coupled [7]. Due to the data dependency
problems, existing DNN parallel inference methods incur frequent inter-device
communication [14] or substantial overlapping computation [15]. Moreover, none
of the above methods can dynamically adjust the inference latency, yet the tasks
in edge computing scenarios typically have different requirements. Taking traffic
cameras as an example, the task of detecting traffic jams requires low latency
but not high accuracy; the task of identifying license plate numbers requires high
accuracy, but a moderate amount of latency is acceptable [16]. Therefore, it is
indispensable to provide different services according to the application requirements.
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To tackle the aforementioned problems, we propose EdgeSP, a scalable multidevice parallel DNN inference framework that leverages the computational resources of heterogeneous edge devices in IoT environments. Multi-device synergy
enables fast execution of DNN inference on devices with scarce computing resources. Unlike the server-assisted approaches, EdgeSP resides data on the local
trusted devices, avoiding performance instability and privacy disclosure caused
by sending data to remote servers. Furthermore, EdgeSP can trade-off between
dynamic response time and accuracy to adapt to the needs of different tasks in
the IoT environment.
Concretely, our contributions are summarized as follows:
– We propose EdgeSP, a scalable parallel DNN inference framework for heterogeneous edge devices, which accelerates DNN inference and improves the
utilization of computational resources in edge clusters.
– We propose a multiple fused-layer blocks (MFLB) parallelization strategy
to minimize inter-device communication and overlapping computation overhead, and we further design an adaptive fused-layer workload partition algorithm based on the compute capabilities of heterogeneous devices and
dynamic network bandwidth.
– We propose a stepwise method for determining the confidence threshold of
exit branches based on task latency requirements so that edge devices can
complete the inference task within the specified time.
– We implement EdgeSP on a cluster of heterogeneous edge devices and evaluate its performance on three different scales of DNNs. Experimental results
show that EdgeSP is effective in minimizing the inference latency and outperforms prior works.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 provides background
information. Sect. 3 overviews the design of EdgeSP, followed by the description
of technical details. Sect. 4 evaluates the performance of EdgeSP, and Sect. 5
concludes.

2

Related Work

To enable resource-limited edge devices to perform large DNNs, some researchers
focus on refining neural network structures to reduce computation. Model pruning is dedicated to removing nonsignificant weights in the DNNs model to reduce
calculation [17]. Weight quantization reduces the number of model parameters
and calculations by replacing the floating-point number parameters in the original DNN network with low-bit parameters [18]. However, the above methods will
degrade the accuracy of the model. The early exit mechanism takes advantage
of the variability between samples by adding branches to the shallow layers of
the neural network to allow simple samples to complete their inference in advance [5, 19]. Although the early exit mechanism can reduce computation, its
acceleration of DNNs inference for edge devices is insufficient [20].
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Some researchers are inclined to offload compute-intensive tasks from edge
devices to powerful servers. Neurosurgeon [3] proposes to accelerate DNNs inference on edge devices with the help of the cloud. The edge device performs
the front part of the DNNs and sends the intermediate data to the cloud, which
subsequently performs the rest of the computation. Edgent [21] proposes an end
device and edge co-inference method with two early exit points by combining
BranchyNet and Neurosurgeon. The Triple-partition Network [6] adds three exit
points to traditional DNNs and deploys them to end devices, the edge, and the
cloud. However, this server-assisted approach is highly dependent on the quality
of the network connection. Worse still, sending local data to edge or cloud servers
may result in privacy disclosure.
Another rising star, multi-device parallel inference, has attracted increasing attention. MoDNN [14] first put forward to allocate DNN inference tasks to
multiple devices for parallel execution, but its method will cause additional communication overhead. DeCNN [22] reduces frequent inter-device communication
during parallel inference by modifying the network structure. Deepthings [15]
fuses the first few layers of the DNN network to reduce the communication overhead, which will generate extensive overlapping computations when the number
of fused layers is too large. None of the parallel inference architectures mentioned above are scalable, i.e., they cannot provide the flexibility to adjust DNN
inference response times according to task requirements.

3

EdgeSP Framework

Our work aims to accelerate DNN inference by leveraging heterogeneous edge
device clusters and provide edge devices with the ability to trade-off latency
and accuracy to accommodate the varied needs of real-time applications. To do
this, we need to address the following issues: (1) how to optimize the impact of
data dependency problems caused by parallel inference; (2) how to adaptively
distribute tasks to heterogeneous devices in a dynamic network environment; (3)
how to empower devices with scalable DNN inference capabilities. Our research
focuses on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) as they are widely used in
broad-spectrum intelligent services [11].
3.1

Framework Overview

We design a framework, EdgeSP, that can adaptively distribute CNN inference
tasks to heterogeneous devices in a dynamic network environment. In order to
enable the device to adapt to tasks with different response time requirements,
EdgeSP adds several early exit branches to the original CNN network. EdgeSP
includes the preparation phase and inference phase. In the preparation phase, we
first train CNNs with branching structure and subsequently train the compute
capability models of the heterogeneous devices to quantify their performance.
As the compute capability of the devices is invariant, each device only needs
to be trained once. Each edge device will then broadcast the trained compute
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Fig. 2. An example of the inference workflow of EdgeSP. In addition to the main
branch, two early exit branches are added to the DNN, namely Branch 1 and Branch
2. An input sample is distributed to three heterogeneous devices, and they execute the
DNN in parallel using a multiple fused-layer blocks approach.

capability model to the other devices involved in parallel inference. Eventually,
each device will be aware of the compute capabilities of the other devices.
Fig. 2 illustrates an instance of the EdgeSP inference workflow. Three devices execute a CNN with two branches in parallel. The inference workflow is as
follows:

– Device 1, which initiates the CNN inference task, runs the adaptive fused
layer workload partition algorithm that assigns different workloads to Device
2 and Device 3 based on network bandwidth and devices’ compute capability.
– The three devices perform successive multilayers in a multiple fused layer
blocks manner, which will be discussed in Sect. 3.2. The fused layer blocks
are followed by synchronization points where the devices will recombine the
feature maps.
– When the neural network executes to Branch 1, each device will save the
feature maps computed in the main branch at this point and initiates a
new fused layer block. When executing to the fully connected layer, each
device sends the computed feature map to the device with the most powerful
compute capability in the entire cluster, i.e., Device 2.
– Then Device 2 will execute the fully connected layer and determine whether
to exit the inference in advance at this branch. The details of the early
exit mechanism will be elucidated in Sect. 3.4. If Device 2 determines to
quit the inference at this point, it will send the result to the task initiating
device. Otherwise, Device 2 will send the command to continue execution
to Device 1 and Device 3, and the edge cluster will restore the feature map
just retained and continue to execute the main branch.
– When the execution reaches the later branches, the cluster will repeat the
above process and determine whether to exit the inference until the whole
CNN network is executed.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the data dependency problem arising from parallel inference. Device A needs data from device B to compute the output feature map.

3.2

Multiple Fused-Layer Blocks Parallelization Strategy

According to [13], convolutional operations account for more than 70% of the
overall execution time of CNN networks, so accelerating the execution of the
convolutional layer has become a hot research topic. Since the structure of the
convolutional neural network is tightly coupled, distributing the convolution
operation to multiple devices incurs data dependency problem. In this section,
we present the details of the data dependency problem and the corresponding
solutions.
In a convolutional neural network, the convolutional layer extracts massive
features from the input samples and passes the results to subsequent convolutional layers to extract higher-level features. For a convolution layer with feature
map M {ChM , H, W } and convolution kernel K {ChK , F, F }, the convolution
operation can be expressed as follows [23]:

M⊗K=

F
−1 F
−1
X
X

M[Sx + i][Sy + j] × K[i][j]

i=0 j=0

(1)

H −F +S
W −F +S
,0 ≤ y <
0≤x<
S
S
where H, W , and ChM denote the height, width, and number of input channels
of the feature map, F , S, and ChK denote the size, stride, and number of output
channels of the convolution kernel, respectively.
From Eq. 1, it can be derived that a neuron in the output of the convolution is
only relevant to the partial data in the input feature map. This characteristic of
the convolution operation provides the possibility of distributing the CNN task
to multiple devices for parallel execution. But this characteristic also indicates
that the CNN structure is highly coupled, which incurs the data dependency
problem. Fig. 3 presents an instance of the data dependency problem. In Fig. 3,
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Fig. 4. Comparison of overlap computation caused by fused layer. (a) Schematic diagram of overlap computation caused by fused layer. Variation of computation area size
for (b) a single fused layer block and (c) multiple fused layer blocks.

the input feature map is assigned to three devices. Calculating the data in the
red box in the output feature map requires the contents of a 2 × 2 size matrix in
the input data, but these data are stored in two different devices. Generally, for a
convolution kernel of F ×F , each device needs its allocated feature map partition
to extend bF/2c along the edges to contain the data required for convolution.
To resolve the data dependency problem, some researchers have adopted a
layer-wise approach [11, 12, 14], where each device exchange overlapping data
before performing each layer of convolution. This layer-wise approach will undoubtedly incur frequent inter-device communications [13]. We propose a multiple fused-layer blocks (MFLB) parallelization strategy. Each device performs
multiple consecutive convolutional layers without exchanging overlapping data
during this period, thus avoiding frequent inter-device communication. For workload assignment, we first divide the last layer of the block according to the device
compute capability and network bandwidth, and then each workload feature map
is extended bF/2c along the edge and recursively to the first layer of the block
layer by layer.
As shown in Fig. 4(a), the fused-layer method removes data dependencies by
introducing overlapping computations. As the number of fusion layers increases,
redundant computations also increase layer by layer. Therefore, we trade off the
communication overhead and overlapping computation and adopt multiple fusedlayer blocks to reduce the overlapping computation caused by too many fusion
layers, as shown in Fig. 4(c). We divide the entire CNN network into blocks,
where each device performs the workload within a block consecutively. Each
fused block is followed by a synchronization point where each device aggregates
and redistributes the feature maps. Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) are sketches of the
naive fused layer method and the MFLB method. In order to calculate Layer
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4, the computation amount of the single fused layer block is more than that of
multiple fused layer blocks. How to determine the size of each fusion block will
be elucidated in Sect. 3.3.
3.3

Workload Partition Algorithms

In this part, we discuss how to distribute workloads to heterogeneous devices
adaptively. The fused-layer block assigned to each device can be regarded as a
separate task. Each block’s last layer is followed by a synchronization point. The
goal of distributing workloads is to strive for near-synchronous completion of the
fused-layer block tasks by individual devices to avoid long waits at synchronization points.
It was clarified in [24] that the execution time of convolution operation is
approximately proportional to the number of floating-point operations (FLOPs)
required. To quantify the performance differences between heterogeneous devices
Dk = {D1 , D2 , · · · , DK }, in the preparation phase, each device runs a series
of convolutional layers with different parameters to train the linear regression
model of its compute capability. For a convolutional layer L with feature map
M {ChM , H, W } and convolutional kernel K {ChK , F, F }, the FLOPs required
can be expressed as follows [25]:

F LOP s = 2HW ChM F 2 + 1 ChK

(2)

The linear regression model of the compute capability of the device Dk is denoted
as Ck . Then the execution time for the device Dk to run convolutional layer L
can be predicted, which is Ck (L).
Data transmission delay is another factor that affects the execution time
of each individual fused-layer block. Edge devices are typically under the same
network, so we focus on edge clusters under the same LAN in this work. We use
B to denote the network bandwidth. We take a bottom-up approach to analyze
the size of the communication data, i.e., we first calculate the size of the last layer
of the fused layer block. For device Dk , assuming that the size of the feature map
matrix for the last layer of the block is Wend , the amount of data required to
transmit the last layer is 4Wend bytes since the size of the floating-point number
is 4 bytes. The size of the first layer of the fused layer block, denoted as Wf irst ,
can be obtained by expanding bF/2c layer by layer along the edge of the Wend
and recursively to the first layer. Then the total time for device Dk to execute
a fused layer block with N layers can be expressed as follows:
Tk =

N
X
i=1

Ck (Li ) +

4 (Wf irst + Wend )
B

(3)

We perform one-dimensional workload partitioning of the feature map because
one-dimensional partitioning has better performance than two-dimensional partitioning [8].
We propose an adaptive fused-layer workload partition algorithm, as shown
in Algorithm 1. This algorithm continuously fine-tunes each device’s workload
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive Fused-Layer Workload Partition Algorithm
Input:
{Dk |k = 1, ..., K}: K available devices
{Ck |k = 1, ..., K}: computation capabilities of K devices
{Lstart , Lend }: the start and end layer of the block
ζ: waiting time factor
Output:
S {Wk }: workload partition strategy
1: Procedure
2: for Dk (k = 1, ..., M ) do
3:
Wkend ← Lend × PMCk C , Wkf irst ← Wkend
k=1

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

k

compute Tk from Eq. 3
end for
P
1
Tavg ← M
× M
k=1 Tk
Tkdif f ← abs (Tavg − Tk )
if max Tkdif f > ζ · Tavg then
Wargmin(Tk ) expands by one pixel
Wargmax(Tk ) decreases by one pixel
Goto Step 6
else
return S {Wk }
end if

based on its compute capability and network bandwidth until the execution
time of each device differs by no more than ζ, where ζ is a hyperparameter that
adjusts the tolerable wait time of the synchronization point. For example, when
ζ is set to 10%, the maximum tolerable wait time at the sync point is 10% of
the total execution time of the current fusion layer block.
With the workload partition strategy S, we can further determine the size of
each fused-layer block. As mentioned above, the MFLB parallelization strategy
reduces inter-device communication overhead while also introducing overlapping
computation. The amount of overlapping computation Woc can be obtained by
extending bF/2c layer by layer along Wk in S. We design a multiple fused-layer
blocks strategy search algorithm that greedily expands the fused-layer block
layer by layer until the maximum overlap computation delay is greater than the
reduced communication delay or an early exit branch is encountered, as shown
in Algorithm 2. This greedy algorithm can select the size of each fused-layer
block based on the CNN structure and network bandwidth to minimize the
total latency.
3.4

Early Exit Mechanism

To meet the needs of different real-time tasks, we leverage the early exit mechanism to provide devices with the ability to trade-off latency and accuracy. The
early exit mechanism adds branches to the original CNN, allowing simple input
samples to be inferred in a shallow layer of the CNN. Here entropy is used to
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Algorithm 2 Multiple Fused-Layer Blocks Strategy Search Algorithm
Input:
{Ck |k = 1, ..., K}: computation capabilities of K devices
{Li |i = 1, ..., N }: CNN model with N layers
E: set of early exit branches
B: network bandwidth
Woc : overlapping feature map
Output:
F : multi fused layer strategy
1: Procedure
2: Lstart ← L1 , Lend ← Lstart
3: if Lend+1 6= LN and Lend+1 6∈ E then
4:
Lend ← Lend+1
5:
execute Algorithm 1 withP{Lstart , Lend }
6:
if max Ck (Woc ) > max end−1
i=f irst+1 4W i/B then
7:
add {Lstart , Lend } to F
8:
Lstart ← Lend+1 , Lend ← Lstart
9:
end if
10:
goto Step 3
11: else if Lend+1 ∈ E then
12:
goto Step 7
13: else
14:
add {Lstart , Lend } to F
15: end if
16: return F

evaluate how confident the branch is about the input sample. Entropy is defined
as:
entropy (y) =

X

yc log yc

(4)

c∈C

where y is a vector containing computed probabilities for all possible class labels
and C is a set of all possible labels [5]. It is worth noting that EdgeSP has
multiple synchronization points, which are well adapted to the added branches.
The confidence threshold for each exit branch needs to be dynamically scaled
according to the task latency requirements. For each branch n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N },
the probability that a sample exits at this branch is Pn (Pn ∈ [0, 1]), where N is
the main branch. We can predict the execution time Tn for each branch based on
Eq. 3. Then for a given task time threshold Tth , Pn should satisfy the following
constraints:
N
X
n=1

Pn × Tn ≤ Tth ,

N
X

Pn = 1

(5)

n=1

We propose a stepwise method for determining branches confidence thresholds
with the following procedure:
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– In the training phase, we record a list of entropy values for the entire training
set samples at each exit branch, denoted as Ln
– In the inference phase, a set of eligible Pn values is generated based on the
delay requirement Tth , and the set with the highest percentage of posterior
exit branches is selected to obtain higher accuracy.
– The entropy value at P1 of the entropy list L1 is chosen as the confidence
threshold of the first branch.
Pn−1
– Subsequently, the first i=1 Pi values are eliminated from the entropy list
n
as the confidence
Ln , and then we choose the entropy value at 1−PPn−1
i=1 Pi
threshold for exit branch n.
We note that adding too many exit branches is inadvisable since complex
samples need to go through each branch without being able to exit inference
earlier. Therefore, increasing the number of branches, while providing a more
fine-grained service, also leads to an increase in the average inference latency. The
exit branch at the shallow level of the CNN fails to give high confidence results
due to the insufficient features extracted. Therefore the exit branch should not be
positioned too close to the front of the models. Previous work has demonstrated
that branches added at 1/2 and 3/4 of the CNNs can achieve the satisfactory
speedup without excessive loss of accuracy [26]. In this work, for comparison
with the server-assisted architecture, we added exit branches at 1/2 and 3/4 of
the original CNNs to simulate the exit branches at the edge server and the cloud,
respectively.

4

Evaluation

We implement EdgeSP in a cluster of heterogeneous edge devices and evaluate its
performance under different device counts and network bandwidths. Moreover,
we further test the average inference accuracy of EdgeSP under different latency
requirements.
Table 1. Heterogeneous Edge Devices Used in Experiments

Device
CPU Frequency Memory
Raspberry Pi 4B × 2
1.5 GHz
4 GB
Virtual Machine × 2
1000 MHz
4 GB
Virtual Machine × 2
800 MHz
4 GB

4.1

Experiment Settings

We simulate edge device clusters with heterogeneous computing capabilities with
the devices in Table 1. We increase the number of devices in the edge cluster
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Fig. 5. The performance of EdgeSP at different device counts. Its average latency is
compared with MoDNN, Edgent, and Triple-partition Network.

from 1 to 6 in the order shown in Table 1. For comparison with the Edgent [21]
and Triple-partition Network [6], we use a PC with an i5-8400 CPU to simulate
the edge server and a server with four GTX3090 GPUs to simulate the cloud.
We implement EdgeSP on AlexNet [27], ResNet50 [1], and ResNet101 [1] as
they represent CNN models with different depths. The CIFAR10 [28] and ImageNet [29] datasets are employed to evaluate the performance of EdgeSP in tasks
of varying difficulty. We use the WonderShaper [21] tool to adjust the available
bandwidth between devices.
4.2

Performance Comparison

The variation of the average inference delay for each CNN model with an exit
rate of Pn = [40%, 40%, 20%] and network bandwidth of 100 Mbps are shown
in Fig. 5. It’s a representative case as the entire inference workflow described
in Sect. 3.1 is executed at this exit rate, and different CNN models can achieve
satisfactory acceleration performance. Our framework achieves desired performance in CNN inference tasks of three different sizes and difficulties. We can
observe that the average latency of CNN tasks decreases as the number of devices increases. Benefiting from the early exit mechanism, the average latency of
EdgeSP is significantly lower than MoDNN in all three CNN tasks. Moreover,
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a lower communication latency than MoDNN is achieved thanks to the MFBL
parallelization strategy. When the number of devices exceeds five, EdgeSP can
complete the inference task faster than Edgent and Triple-partition Network. Although they speed up the inference with the help of edge servers and the cloud,
tasks that reside on end devices cannot be accelerated. Furthermore, EdgeSP
does not involve uploading data to third-party servers, thus avoiding the risk of
privacy disclosure.
As the number of devices increases, the acceleration ratio curves of EdgeSP
and MoDNN flatten out, but EdgeSP consistently achieves a higher acceleration
ratio than MoDNN. This trend is due to the increase in overlapping computation
and communication overhead, which suggests that involving too many devices
in parallel inference is not justifiable. Previous work [13] has demonstrated that
when the number of devices exceeds six, the additional overhead significantly
diminishes the acceleration effect.
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Fig. 6. AlexNet communication overhead at different bandwidths. (a) Variation of total
communication data size with the number of devices. (b) Variation of communication
time with bandwidth. (c) Variation of communication time as a percentage of total
time with bandwidth.

4.3

Analysis of the Communication Overhead

Fig. 6 shows the impact of network bandwidth on the performance of EdgeSP
using AlexNet as an example. As the number of devices increases in Fig. 6(a),
the workload is divided into smaller areas, but the overlap of tasks between
devices increases. Therefore, the amount of data to be transferred also increase.
The smaller the number of devices, the smaller the total communication size,
but the more workload is allocated to each device. Therefore, the communication
time is higher with fewer devices, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Combining Fig. 6(b)
and Fig. 6(c), we can see that the communication time gradually decreases as
the network bandwidth increases. The more devices there are, the faster the
computing task will be completed, so the communication time occupies a higher
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Fig. 7. Variation of the average accuracy of the three CNNs for different task latency
requirements.

percentage when there are more devices. On the other hand, multi-device can
complete the task faster, which means that EdgeSP can mitigate the impact of
bandwidth reduction to some extent.
4.4

Performance under Different Latency Requirements

EdgeSP is capable of adjusting the inference time according to the task latency
requirements. Taking AlexNet in Fig. 7(a) as an example, when the latency
requirement is 59ms, the inference accuracy of a single device can only reach
77.9%, while the inference accuracy of multiple devices can reach 79.2%, and
a single device cannot complete the task within 38ms. As the number of devices increases, EdgeSP can achieve higher accuracy with a specified latency
requirement. For example, when the latency requirement is 24ms, the inference
accuracy of two devices is 76.6%, while the inference accuracy of six devices can
be as high as 79%. Due to the complexity of ImageNet, the accuracy of early
exit branches is not as high as on CIFAR10, so the average accuracy in Fig. 7(c)
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will have more attenuation than in Fig. 7(b), but is still within an acceptable
range. In Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c), ResNet with multiple exit points running on
a single device suffers from the acceleration bottleneck phenomenon due to its
complex architecture. The acceleration bottleneck arises because the accuracy
of the preceding exit branch is unsatisfactory, and the later branches require
a longer execution time. Most input samples can only exit from the preceding
branches with lower accuracy to meet the latency requirement. However, multidevice parallelism effectively suppresses the impact of acceleration bottlenecks.
In a word, the multi-device parallelism and early exit mechanism complement
each other, thus enabling EdgeSP to provide scalable and fast DNN inference
capability for edge devices.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose EdgeSP, a scalable multi-device parallel DNN inference framework, which substantially reduces the latency of DNN execution by
resource-limited edge devices. We design a multiple fused-layer blocks parallelization strategy to minimize the communication overhead incurred by parallel
inference. In addition, we add early exit branches to the original DNNs and
propose a stepwise confidence threshold determination method, which empowers the device to trade-off latency and accuracy. Experimental evaluations show
that EdgeSP achieves lower latency than server-assisted approaches and naive
parallel inference in tasks of different scales. Furthermore, EdgeSP enables scalable inference for edge devices to provide high-accuracy services under various
latency requirements. In future work, we plan to explore multi-device parallel
execution of fully connected layers to accelerate DNN inference further.
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